Is There A Judge In The House?

It's Best To Time Your Misdemeanors

By Paul Bekett

The Oklahoma Journal

If you have never been caught in a misdemeanor frame of mind, chances are you wouldn't be the first to call yourself a judge. In the office, in the shop or on the road, what you do in your daily life matters to the people you pass by with your favorite beer.

The attorney general of a small Oklahoma town, known for his ability to stay away from the law, was recently quoted as saying, "I'm not a judge. I'm a citizen." But he isperiencing life and making his own rules.

When the police officer arrived at a local bar, the attorney general was sitting at a table with friends, drinking beer and eating burgers. The officer asked for the attorney general's ID, and instead of showing it, he said, "I'm not a judge. I'm a citizen." The officer, taken aback, responded, "You can't do that here!" and the attorney general replied, "Yes, I can. I'm a citizen." The officer explained that the attorney general was in violation of the law, and the attorney general responded, "That might be true, but I'm a citizen first and a judge last." The officer then arrested the attorney general and took him to jail.

Remedial Plan Set In Tatum

A top political issue in the state of Oklahoma is the remedial education plan set in Tatum. The plan is designed to help students who are struggling in school, and it has been met with mixed reactions from the community.

The Tatum School Board has been working on the remedial education plan for several months, and they have received a lot of feedback from the community. Some parents have expressed concerns about the plan, while others have praised it for its potential to help struggling students.

"It's a step in the right direction," said one parent. "I'm glad they're doing something about our kids' education."

"I don't see how this can help," said another parent. "The schools are already doing everything they can, and this won't help our kids get ahead."

The plan includes tutoring programs, after-school programs, and additional resources for students who need extra help. The school board is hoping that the plan will help improve student outcomes and reduce the need for remedial education in the future.

Koreans Brave Flame

Bloodiest Battles Of Year Reported

Washington (AP) — American soldiers in South Korea reported Monday that the bloodiest battles of the year occurred in two separate battles described as the Second Pacific War and the Korean War. The Japanese were down to their last 20,000 men in the battle for Okinawa.

The fighting continued on the Central Highlands and in the city of Seoul, and U.S. forces were advancing on the North Korean capital. The battle for Okinawa was the bloodiest battle of the year, with an estimated 20,000 men killed.

The military said the battle for Okinawa was the bloodiest battle of the year, with an estimated 20,000 men killed. The Japanese were down to their last 20,000 men in the battle for Okinawa.

"The battle was intense," said a military spokesman. "We lost over 1,000 men in the battle, and we had to retreat to avoid being overrun by the Japanese."
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OSU Prof Makes Gains In Study Of Plant Cells

In a recent study, Professor John Doe of Oregon State University has made significant gains in understanding the photosynthesis process in plant cells. The research, published in the Journal of Botany, suggests a new mechanism by which plants convert sunlight into energy.

The study involved a detailed analysis of the chloroplasts, the organelles responsible for photosynthesis, in various plant species. Professor Doe and his team developed a novel technique using advanced microscopy and spectroscopy to observe the dynamic changes in chloroplast structure and function under different environmental conditions.

"This breakthrough will have profound implications for our understanding of plant biology," said Professor Doe. "It opens up new avenues for developing more efficient plant-based energy systems."
Women’s Arteries Harden, Study Shows

The "fear of getting old," often called coronary artery disease, is a major health problem in the United States. According to a new study, the disease can be traced back to the early years of life. Researchers at the University of Michigan have found that the arteries begin to harden in young adulthood, even before heart disease symptoms appear.

The study, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, analyzed data from nearly 10,000 adults who were part of the Framingham Heart Study. The participants were aged 20-80 at the start of the study, and their arteries were evaluated every five years.

The researchers found that the arteries of participants aged 30-39 years were already beginning to harden, even though they had not yet developed heart disease symptoms. The degree of artery hardening increased with age, and the risk of heart disease increased with the degree of artery hardening.

"These findings suggest that heart disease begins much earlier in life than we previously thought," said lead author Dr. John Kannel, a cardiologist at the University of Michigan. "We need to focus on preventive strategies that begin in early adulthood to reduce the risk of heart disease later in life."

The study also found that factors such as smoking, high blood pressure, and high cholesterol levels were associated with increased artery hardening.

The researchers recommend that people start taking preventative measures against heart disease in their 20s and continue throughout their lives. This includes maintaining a healthy lifestyle, eating a balanced diet, exercising regularly, and avoiding smoking and excessive alcohol consumption.

"We need to educate people about the importance of heart health in early adulthood," said Kannel.

The study has implications for public health policy and the prevention of heart disease, which is the leading cause of death in the United States.

"These findings suggest that we need to start thinking about heart disease prevention in young adulthood," said Kannel. "We need to develop strategies that will encourage people to adopt healthy lifestyles and prevent the hardening of arteries before it becomes irreversible."

The study was funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, part of the National Institutes of Health.
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Home Furnishings
300 So. Western

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!
Free 200 BONUS
3 DAYS ONLY
THURSDAY, SATURDAY
We repeat this exciting offer to custom decorate your home for less than you actually paid for the sofa, chairs, and ottoman alone, but remember, this offer expires Monday night.

WHAT IS A CUSTOM DECORATING PACKAGE?

Anyone can select a sofa and chair, but after that, how can you be sure you choose the right items to complete your room properly? To guarantee you perfect color, fabric, and design coordination we have Kroehler shop the fabrics used in our rooms and then to "Fast Mart" makes an exact reproduction. They bring you true affluence with the same 30% price you choose for your sofa or chair. Add the right table and accessories, plus to your room both custom-designed.

NOTE: Custom tailoring is a standard practice of nation decorators, but never at budget prices.

EVANS OFFER 3 FAMOUS BRAND NAME BEDROOM SUITES AT SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS CLEARENCE PRICES THAT SAVE YOU 40 TO 50%:

"Mediterranean" $199

"Modern" $199

“English Court" $199

A SUGGESTED PRICE OF THESE SUITES, MACHINERYChecked.$399.95-$599.95.eyed.
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TALK KISE TOWN
SPECIAL
PORK 'N BEANS 2 $3.39
SPAM 1$ 59
HORMEL VENISON SAUSAGES 3 $1.29

First Cut... From Northern Great PORK...

PORK CHOPS 49c

STUFFING RIB CHOPS .65
LOIN CHOPS .75

Frozen Foods
SHUPE's "Real Thing"
ORANGE JUICE 3 89c
GOLDEN CORN 4 11c
GREEN PEAS 2 49c
ENCILLOS 2 59c
PATO DIET 2 89c
FAINTAIL SHRIMP 2 79c

Fresh Potatoes
Russet 10lb 59c

CAMAY SOAP 2 35c
DUZ 82c
IVORY LIQUID 85c
TIDE Detergent 80c
TOP JOB 69c
COMET 80c

THIRTYS-WISE
FOOD STORES
"THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU"
HUMPTY HAS THE PRICE!

LOW-LOW PRICES Plus...THE SAVINGS of TOP VALUE STAMPS TOO!
YOU HAVE A CHOICE

STEAKS

ROUND SIRLOIN T-BONE FAMILY

79¢ 89¢ 98¢ 59¢

75¢ 83¢ 93¢ 57¢

2 lb. $1 49

PICKED BACON

SUGAR CURLED - HICKORY SMOKED

SMOKED PICNIC

NAVEL ORANGES 7 lb. $1 00

MARGARINE 2 lb. 2 29¢

SUN DRIED GRATED TUNA 2 lb. 43¢

MEADOWDALE 1/4 lb. PRINTS

MIX OR MATCH YOUR CHOICE - MEADOWDALE - PINTO BEANS - NORTHERN BEANS - KIDNEY BEANS - RED BEANS - BLACK-EYE PEAS

Discounts available on 24 oz. and 16 oz. sizes.}
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Funds Needed For Proposed Oil Museum Drawings

By ANDREW C. HALL

The Oklahoma City Museum of Art, which is in the process of planning an expansion and renovation, is seeking funds to finance the construction of a new building.

The museum, located in downtown Oklahoma City, is one of the state's premier cultural institutions. It houses a collection of art from around the world, including works by renowned artists such as Picasso, Dali, and Klimt.

The museum's current facility was built in the 1960s and has become increasingly overcrowded with the growth of its collection and the number of visitors it attracts. The expansion will allow the museum to accommodate more visitors and exhibits, and to better preserve and display its art.

The new building will be constructed on the museum's existing site, and will feature state-of-the-art exhibits, galleries, and educational programs. It will also include a café and gift shop.

The museum is currently seeking donations from individuals, organizations, and corporations to help finance the construction. Anyone interested in supporting the museum's expansion can contact the museum's development department at (405) 235-8600.

At Central State

23 Courses Added

Central State University has added 23 new courses to its curriculum, effective for the fall semester. The courses are designed to meet the needs of the university's diverse student body and to provide a broader range of educational opportunities.

The new courses include courses in fields such as economics, computer science, and psychology. They are intended to complement the university's existing courses and to provide students with a more comprehensive education.

The university has also made changes to its existing courses, including updates to course content and the addition of new materials. These changes are intended to improve the quality of education and to keep the university's curriculum up-to-date.

At the university's fall convocation, President John Smith announced the addition of the new courses and praised the efforts of the faculty and staff in making the changes. "These changes are a testament to the dedication and hard work of our faculty and staff," he said. "We are committed to providing our students with the best possible education, and these changes will help us achieve that goal."
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City OIC Self-Help Center Plans Dedication Ceremony

By ROGER COHEN

The Center Building was the site of a dedication ceremony for the City OIC Self-Help Center on February 16th. The Center, located at 123 Main Street, will provide a space for community members to come together and work on various projects. The dedication ceremony was attended by many local officials and community leaders, including Mayor Johnson and City Council members. The Center will offer a range of programs and services, including job training, education, and health services. The ceremony was a great success and was well attended, with many people expressing their support for the Center and its mission. The Center is scheduled to open in March, and will be available to all members of the community.
Strong Move Afoot To Shorten Vote Ballot
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Pot Roast 39¢
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The Rubber Company 35¢

Puff’s Towels 1.99¢

Napkins 3 27¢

Safeway 71¢
Teens Plan March Week In Mexico

Spanish students plan to March for various causes this week. The students, all at a high school in Mexico City, will stage a series of protests to demand better educational opportunities and fair treatment from the government. They will march to the heart of the city's government center, calling for reforms to improve the education system and ensure equal opportunities for all students. The students have been preparing for weeks to make their voices heard, and the March is expected to draw a large crowd. The organizers hope to draw attention to the issues facing their country and inspire change. More details will be available soon.
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Air Safety Survey Planned For Will Rogers Airport

The State Department of Transportation is planning an air safety survey of Will Rogers Airport. The survey will be conducted to ensure that the airport meets all safety standards.

Norman Officials Have Big Hopes For Highway 9

The Norman City Council has high expectations for Highway 9, which will be a major distributor of traffic. The highway is being planned to accommodate future growth and improve traffic flow.

OU Conference

The OU conference will feature several notable speakers. The keynote address will be delivered by Dr. John Doe, a renowned expert in the field of ecology.

Roads Meet Slated

The meeting will be held on Thursday, February 16, at 10 AM. All interested parties are welcome to attend.
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Women’s Arteries Harden, Study Shows

The “dry martyr” of atherosclerosis, the woman, is facing a new problem in the narrowing of her arteries, aortoarteriosclerosis, that is affecting her in a way her male counterpart has not been affected before.

With atherosclerosis, cholesterol plaques build up in the arterial walls and cause the arteries to narrow. This reduces blood flow to organs, leading to heart attacks and strokes. The plaques can also rupture, leading to clots and further complications.

A recent study has shown that the woman is more susceptible to this condition than her male counterpart, particularly in the abdominal aorta and the iliac arteries.

The study, conducted by a team of researchers from the University of California, San Francisco, and Stanford University, looked at data from more than 200,000 adults and found that women had a higher risk of aortoarteriosclerosis than men.

The researchers believe that this is due to a combination of hormonal factors and lifestyle choices. Estrogen, a hormone that is naturally produced in women, can affect the arteries and contribute to the development of atherosclerosis.

On the other hand, men are more likely to engage in behaviors that increase their risk of atherosclerosis, such as smoking, high blood pressure, and high cholesterol levels.

The study suggests that women should be more proactive in managing their cholesterol levels and blood pressure, and should consider regular exercise and a healthy diet to reduce their risk of aortoarteriosclerosis.

The researchers also recommend that medical professionals should be aware of the increased risk of aortoarteriosclerosis in women, and should consider these factors when evaluating and treating patients.
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KIPS SPECIAL
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29c
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Strong Move Afoot To Shorten Vote Ballot

By MIKE CASEY

The Oklahoma Senate and House of Representatives will consider legislation this session that would shorten the length of time between the filing of the state primary ballot and the scheduling of the state primary election.

The legislation, which has been introduced by Senator Tom Cole and Representative Tom Cole, would allow the primary ballot to be filed with the state Board of Election Commissioners on the first Tuesday in March, instead of the first Tuesday in May as is currently the case.

Cole said the shorter filing period would make the election process more efficient and less expensive.

"It will reduce the number of ballots that have to be printed and mailed," Cole said. "And it will allow us to get the elections over with faster, which is good for everyone."
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HOME FURNISHINGS

MONTGOMERY WARD

HANDSOME STYLE HOUSE® SOFAS
WITH DELUXE QUALITY FEATURES

Save *30 to *40

Beauty and comfort are built right into each of these expertly crafted leather "Style House" sofas and a cell spring base.

MCCULLY, reg. 219.75. A beautiful 90" long! Heavy tanned leather. $219

COLORFUL, reg. 249.95. Authentic "Mountain" hide! Cushy foam, non-sag bases. $249


"Work high-quality leather here

Matching or companion chairs available for all sofas

$70 off! DRAMATIC 103" SOFA AND TWO CHAIRS

This group is from our latest "Style House" collection—the most
set in modern design. Each piece is fashioned with
leather "Woodframe"... supported by a natural
finish sleek base... and covered in fine fabrics.

"Never been seen in fabric" pattern

Reg. $499.95. Now only $399.95

COMPLETE YOUR SETTING WITH HOW IMAGE "TALL TABLES... AND SAVE!

These are leather-topped pedestal, tops 32" Reception plate glass.
Reg. $99.95 cocktail table. Now only $49.95

CLASSIC

An exceptional value in fine
traditional furniture—superb
quality at unusually low prices

All the classic beauty of traditional furniture combined with modern
conveniences—drawers are coated with Penofin®, many fabrics
"Scotchgard®"... and the cherry veneers protected by Definitive

Classic Bedroom. French and
detail styling details blended
into one beautiful collection.

Dresser, mirror, ..... $219

$250 chest of drawers.... $199

$44.95 chair-back bed... $185

$79.95 double bed... $185

Classic Dining Room. Designed
with simple, elegant lines to lend
formality without pretension.

D24.95 armchair table... $100

$600 six-piece set... $554

$250 side chair... $125

$240 dining cabinet... $374

$105 buffet and mirror... $145

Classic Living Room. Because its design is timeless, this is the
kind of furniture that will still be cherished years from now. And
the beauty of its lines is expressed in rich textures—walnut, oak,
creme and carefully matched cherry... wood.

Reg. 299.95 "Scotchgard®" leather chair so... $149.95

Reg. 49.95 large screen chair, plus. $49.95

Reg. 169.95 "Scotchgard®" luxury lounge chair, plus. $379.95

Reg. 129.95 "Scotchgard®" luxury chair, plus. $199.95

Wood on sofa is sanded... all upholstered items, $12.99, fringes extra.
SAVE $10 to $20
SMART STYLE HOUSE® CHAIRS
...AT SPECIAL SALE PRICES!
109.95 BROWN RECORDER, two-way motion, tight-hipped, Neoprene®-veined foam cushioning, in black, green or brown... 99.88
7.95 CAM ACCENT CHAIR, six wood finish over select hardwoods, featuring more fabric... 68.88
79.95 TRADITIONAL ACCENT CHAIR, recently upholstered with fabric, upholstered... 89.88
89.95 TRADITIONAL SWIVEL-ROCKER, dark-stained teak, with base... 79.88
"No Money Down"
Up to three years to pay with Ward! Special Home Furnishings Credit Plan.

PRICE CUT '20
HANDSOME CORNER LOUNGE GROUP WILL SEAT FIVE... OR SLEEP TWO!
199.95, 259.95
Modern dinettes
reduced '20 to '30
9.95 P.C. M.T. Reg. 199.95, leatherette chair, 42" plastic table extends to 80" and. Biscuit finish... 179.88
5 S.P.C. M.T. Reg. 99.95, fabric armchair, white plastic table, 56x36" top, extendable to 80"... 99.88
50 P.C. M.T. Reg. 99.95, leatherette hideaway table, extendable to 72"... 79.88
9 Modern, extendable, table... 79.88
*Wood and metal upholstered frame.

Now Reduced!
MEDITERRANEAN BEDROOM FURNITURE WITH FORMICA® TOPS!
Your choice 69.88
- Reg. 79.95, desk (value: 19.95)
- Reg. 182.88, dresser (value: 39.95)
- Reg. 375.88, chest

Reduced '30
SLEEP SOFA, CHAIR and SWIVEL-ROCKER
199.95
The back of the sofa folds down so it can sleep two... and both the back and base are cushioned with high-quality Deep Foam... extra wide frame armrests... 199.95
*Wood and metal upholstered frame.

Save $20 to $30
EACH OF THESE TRIM SOFAS OPENS INTO A DOUBLE BED!
MODERN Reg. 199.95, Secret storage! Full-size bed, six cushions, and mattress are resilient foam... 179.88
Tweed fabric, 454.95
COLONIAL Reg. 245.95, Authentic American design, including six handsome, beaded cushions, 600-stdio mattress, 320-std mattress, 454.95
Tweed fabric, 499.95
Self-lined draperies you'll never iron—no, not even for touch-up!

Sale priced 5.44

Rich, jagged weave, draperies in Avon® rayon and cotton are self-lined with "Creafort"—Wards acrylic coating that keeps drapes warmer in winter, cooler in summer. Choose from a wide selection of ready-to-hang sizes.

59.50 50x54" pair... 7.64 21.98 60x63" pair... 7.64 14.98 75x72" pair... 7.64 16.98 75x84" pair... 7.64 22.98 150x84" pair... 26.44 41x63 or 81" sheer panel............................................ 1.38

For the custom look in your home, have Wards tailor this fabric to your exact window measurements. Relish this added luxury now at sale prices!

SAVE—WASHABLE SHEER DRAPEY!

4.44

Durable polyester and Arnel® rayon blend sheer drapery is so easy to care for—no machine wash, little ironing needed. Add beauty to your home by screening out harsh glare for soft light. Choose from 5 distinctive colors or sparkling white.

48x63" pair... 4.44 60x63" pair... 5.98 144x63" pair... 9.98

SAVENOW—SCOTCHGARD™ FINISH SUICOVERS THAT RESIST WATER AND OIL STAINS!

1. Deep quilted print

2. Textured solid color

Scotchgard is available in decorator colors. Machine washable colors—many one. Style cover... reg. 33.99... 14.99. Style cover... reg. 33.99... 14.99

Woltron color on selected exclusively for Wards by Dorothy Leeke, world famous decorator and authority on color coordination.

Free drapery lining material with Wards beautiful custom fabric of

WOLTRON

$3 yd.

Just say "charge it"

The look of wool without the itchiness, soft cotton, spun rayon and Arnel® rayon fabric! Wards will cater tailor this lovely drapery material, expertly styled to your every wish, and install your draperies at a special home and lining material. Provided free with Woltron, from Wards.

Shop at home

CALLWARDS TODAY

Ask for free home showing of fabrics... get helpful decorating advice!
**Fashionable floors wear Style House® carpeting**

**AS A LADY OF FASHION, YOU’LL BE EXCITED BY PATTERNS RANGING FROM SUBTLE TO DRAMATIC...**

**COLORS RANGING FROM NEUTRAL TO BOLD...AND THE LONG WEAR AND EASY CARE THAT MAN-MADE FIBERS OFFER!**

- **Hindfield 201#** carpet of nylon: Light, sheer action, softness, random-textured pattern in 5 color choices. Continuous filament nylon fibers pile so dense it exceeds 501# standards.

- **Avon Acanth® acrylics** Top level of this deep, sculptured loop pile is sheared, enhancing its wool-like softness. 7 tones.

- **Pulox polypropylene** (The fiber that's virtually wrinkle-proof! Resists moisture, water, and dirt and extra care isn't needed.) Rich, extra-heavy, extra-bulky pile is lush and inviting. Sculptured pattern that won't "walk-out" when the wear gets rough. Tip shearing shows off 6 clear, solid colors that keep their sheen beauty for lasting carpet beauty.

**NO MONEY DOWN**

Why wait? Ask about Ward's special 3-year Home Furnishings Credit Plan now, so you can buy during the mild buy period and installment of Ward's low prices with what you save!

**COLONIAL ROOM-SIZE RUG HAS CONTINUOUS FILAMENT NYLON SURFACE**

Nylon's long wear is doubled in rugged design! Creamy tones over firm core, rich colors lend spicy touch to your home areas. 9'x12' area. 1035168.

**RUGGED 9x12' TWEED RUG OF CONTINUOUS FILAMENT NYLON—$6 OFF!**

Large, woven rug fiber knotted blend in clear, lustrous colors in a rich, tweed design. Not just needed, thanks to Tuff-Pile foam backing.

**FOAM-CORE VINYL FLOORING FOR WARM, QUIET COMFORT UNDERFOOT**

Molded, score snap, portable, brick—a collection of show patterns, from warm neutral colors protected by slip, 9" wide, 12' length. 3.11 vs. 3.09

**10% OFF! GLENVIEW CARPETING—ENJOY NATURAL BEAUTY OF WOOL AT ITS BEST!**

You can tell it's wool. You'll like it. In the color—rich, earthy—sized to the dimensions you've chosen. Wool's resilient qualities and extra softness can be used for you'll enjoy living with them for a long time.

**IN 11 WARM SOLIDS AND TWEEDS**

- **Oatmeal**
- **WW Tuscan Beige**
- **90% Amber Beige**
- **WW Tuscan Cream**
- **WW Tuscan Beige**
- **WW Tuscan Cream**
- **WW Tuscan Beige**
- **WW Tuscan Cream**
- **WW Tuscan Beige**
- **WW Tuscan Cream**

**SAVE NOW ON OUR BUDGET-PRICED NYLON FLOORING CARPET**

- 3'x10'
- 3'x15'
- 3'x20'
- 3'x25'
- 3'x30'

Long-wearing continuous loop pile has textured design, 10 colors, 1 twist, 3 threads.

**MAIL COUPON TODAY TO YOUR NEAREST WARD STORE FOR FREE ESTIMATE**

**FREE SCANPEN**

Please return this coupon to your nearest Ward store.
Save '30 now on Wards Airline Color TV, 268 sq. in.

**SEE COLORS AS RICH AS THE PERFORMANCE ITSELF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular screen with wide-angle viewing, no cut off corners</td>
<td>Colors stay bright, vivid automatically, even if set is moved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steady, push-button reception</td>
<td>16 inch variable depth, 178 sq. in. screen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**$489**

**REG. $519.96**

**NO MONEY DOWN**

**SEE IT AT WARDS**

---

**PROVINCIAL-STYLE GAS RANGES—THE NEWEST IN KITCHEN DESIGN! SEE THEM NOW AT WARDS AND SAVE!**

**$31 off either range**

**NEW! SIGNATURE® DOUBLES-OVEN AUTOMATIC 30-INCH GAS RANGE**
- Automatically, closed-controlled oven cooks food, thus keeping it warm
- Removable oven bins make cleaning a breeze
- Smooth, broiler pan, clock, timer

**$298**

**DELUXE GAS RANGE HAS REMOVABLE OVEN LINERS**

**$198**

After this sale our price will be $299.95
- Automatic oven with clock, timer keeps food serving hot
- Thermostatically controlled
- Cleaning... a snap with removable oven bins, stainless 30-in. electric model, ...$498

---

**SAVE '30 now on Ward's Airline Color TV, 268 sq. in.**

**$140**

**REG. $199.99**

- Most versatile sewing machine that you can buy
- Pattern control gives you wide choice of stitches
- Pattern stickBridge to machine, electric control
- Presser foot lifts over zipper, heavy fabric
- Built-in needle correction eliminates bunching
- Fabulous extra spool holder for back-loading
- Backwind starts slowly, stops when full
- Beautiful, smoothstyle design—light, large
- With soft rubber, portable case, foot control

**NO MONEY DOWN**

Just say "CHARGE IT"—take home now to pay!

Signature sewing machines start as low as $9.95

ASK ABOUT A FREE HOME TRIAL
Compare Anywhere!

Completely Frostless Refrigerator Freezer

$199 NO MONEY DOWN

Model will be older...$30 more.

- Frostless throughout—you never again have to bother with defrosting
- Loads of storage space—two full shelves plus bonus storage on doors
- Full-width, glide-out crispers for keeping fruits and vegetables fresh
- Adjustable cold control; chip-proof porcelain interior doesn't leak

14 cu. ft. Signature® all-frostless refrigerator with many "plus" features cut $40

$229 Regularly 269.95

- Completely frostless storage in both refrigerator and freezer sections
- Two shelves (one adjustable to fit your food); bonus storage on doors
- Roomy, glide-out crispers keep fruit and vegetables deliciously fresh
- Removable egg rack; covered butter keeper, easy-to-clean bakelite

NO MONEY DOWN... Up to 8 years to pay on appliances now

Wards refrigerators start as low as $89

The Signature® all-frostless "French Door" refrigerator with FREE decorator panels!

Add a special touch of beauty to your kitchen with Ward's beautiful decorator panels. These decorative panels, for the outside of your French Door refrigerator, are available in black, oak or walnut wood finish. They are a breeze to install... simply peel and press. They are designed to blend with and enhance the decor of your home. Three rich-looking choices: Walnut, Oakwood or Mahogany. These panels are offered FREE with your purchase of a Signature® French Door—(while supply lasts)

- Oak 18 cu. ft. storage capacity and every inch of it is completely Frostless
- Extra refrigerator shelves to fit your food; bonus storage on doors
- 3 crispers keep meat, fruit and vegetables fresh; removable egg rack
- Also available in white, maple or mahogany, same low price...$499.95

You save $105 on the pair...

Signature® 16 lb. Deluxe Automatic Washer and Dryer

SAVE '54

Finest 3-Speed, 12-Cycle Washer

$214 NO MONEY DOWN REGULARLY $299

- 12 programmed cycles for causing fabrics clean
- Water motor adjusts level to any size load
- 4 speed combination; 3 wash, 2 rinse and 3 spin
- Deluxe fabric conditioners dispensers
- Washes small 6 oz. bundles to 10-lb. loads
- Full-size lint filter, safety 1-4, optional stop

SAVE '42

Companion Deluxe Dryer

$149 NO MONEY DOWN STANDARDLY $199

- Four ways to dry—one heat or air, heat-or-air without timer-select
- Fully automatic and timed dry controls
- Auto-tension control ensures spotless freshness
- Dryer rack, hanger, built-in moisture indicator
- Gas dryer, comparable features...$200 more

$105 OFF! WASHER AND DRYER COMBINATION; ERS. $460...NOW ONLY $355

Washers are 24" wide, dryers are 24" wide, gas or oil, electric or gas designed. Sizes and prices subject to change. Model shown is 24" wide model. Other sizes available. är slow delivery.
Designer Table Lamps Regularly 24.95 to 32.95

$20 EACH

HEIGHTS FROM 33 TO 44 INCHES

ELEGANT AND ORNAMENTAL!

Lamps of striking beauty, notable for superb styling, graceful workmanship. Graceful, rounded shapes of clear glass... imposing crystal bell shades... glowing, metal-encrusted wood... colorful combinations... styles for every decor. Richly coordinated shades.

Just say "CHANGE IT!!"

Hamper ensemble

BIG 4.30 SAVINGS IF YOU BUY NOW!

3 PIECES $12.66


20% to 30% off!

Shower curtains

1.59 to 4.88

High fashion styles in gauze stripes, florals, polka dots—35 patterns, colors in stock.

Hammered, grommet, "Clara"—4.88

2.50 "Rustic"—gray flower print—3.99

2.50 "Rustic"—gray flower print—3.99

4.99 "Brocade"—gray flower print—3.99

Our 15.99 space saver

MIRRORED DOORS ON BIG CABINET

12.88

SAVE $3

Save '3 and '4 on Wards bedspreads and coverlets...twin or full size!

CHOOSE CHROMOSPUN FIBERGLASS OR POLISHED COTTON... ALL IN PLUSH QUATTED STYLES

your choice

TWIN SIZE
BBD. 12.99
AND 16.99

FULL SIZE
BBD. 17.99
AND 18.99

12.99

14.99

YOU DON'T NEED CASH TO SAVE AT WARDS...OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY!
Now, save $20 on deluxe mattress...

**Choose 612 Resilient Coils or Deep 7-In. Ward-Foam**

Rich damask cover is quilted to foam for extra softness... lifetime-flanged to stay wrinkle-free. INNERSPRING has 6 side guards to stop edge-sag. FOAM* is so lightweight, bed-making is easy!

Reg. 69.95 matching box spring now only... 49.88

*Wards life-tested orthofoam foam

No money down! Just say "Charge It" at Wards!

**Value-Price Set**

**With 283 Coils** 69.88

Reg. 79.95

Tufted mattress and matching box spring are both covered in a durable 8-oz. woven fabric.

**Deluxe Quality Set**

**With 315 Coils** 79.88

Reg. 89.95

Smooth-top mattress is lifetime-flanged to stay wrinkle-free. Attractive print fabric cover.

**Six Headboard Styles!**

- Circle Brass
- Shaped Top
- French Provincial
- Danish Walnut
- Diamond-tufted
- Early American

**Big King-Size Set Reduced $30**

Regularly 549.98

With FREE thermal blanket

All the features of the mattress above... plus 50% more sleep space than a double bed! Set includes mattress and two box springs.

Queen-Size Set, Reg. 179.95

60x80" mattress, box springs, 9.95 queen-size rails, 8.88

$159

With FREE thermal blanket

Reg. 199.95 king-size bed frame with plastic casters, 14.88

**$10 Off! 405-Coil Innerspring OR 4½ Inch Foam* Mattress**

39.88 Reg. 49.95

*Twin or full size

Sleek cover is lifetime-flanged to stay smooth! INNERSPRING has 4 guards to stop edge-sag. FOAM* is cool, lightweight and odor-free.

Reg. 49.95 matching box spring, now... 29.88

*Wards life-tested orthofoam foam